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Participant, Create and Curate Project, HMP YOI Cornton Vale’

ARTS AND JUSTICE IN PRACTICE: PRISONS

MAKING
WOMEN
VISIBLE:
Creative practice within prisons
Kevin Harrison and Lorna Callery
IT WAS NOVEMBER 2011 in The
Tramway, Glasgow: the walls were
covered with work created by prisoners
from across Scotland for the annual
Koestler Awards exhibition. Each year
work is submitted and curated by an
invited group of individuals associated
in some way with criminal justice. That
year the exhibition was curated by a
group of female young offenders from
HMP YOI Cornton Vale who reviewed
the artwork, interpreting it and selecting
the winners. Of hundreds of pieces of
art, writing and creative endeavour,
there was only one small submission
by a woman; an embroidered work by
a prisoner supported by Fine Cell Work.
The remainder were by male offenders.
The small number of works
submitted by women is partly due to
lack of resources (Cornton Vale has no
dedicated art room) but also reflects a
general reluctance by women to engage
in the ‘arts’ as opposed to ’crafts’.
In an attempt to encourage greater
levels of participation and raise
aspirations, Freedom to Create, a project
led by Artlink Central is introducing
a range of art forms over three years
at Cornton Vale and other prisons
where women are held. The initiative
seeks to build an understanding of the
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connection creativity can play in womencentred criminal justice, by supporting
artists to work across the prison,
stimulating and involving women in codesigning creative programmes.
In Cornton Vale cultural activities are
encouraged by the prison and already
given some prominence by the Learning
Centre. Just before Artlink’s arrival the
Learning Centre had hosted a successful
placement by students from Glasgow
School of Art and held a series of events
linked to International Women’s Day. The
events allowed the women to use art to
explore a range of questions relevant
to them: what freedoms do we take
for granted and which did we forget to
ask for?; what is it like to be a woman in
modern Scotland? They culminated in a
collection of poetry, monologues, fiction
and visual art inspired by stories of
empowering women, past and present.
Artlink Central has built on that
tradition and the early establishment of
good working relationships between
SPS, College staff and artists has
demonstrated what can be achieved
when activities are well planned and
prepared. Artlink activities take place in
the evenings and at weekends as well
as during the day, maximising uptake
by the women and allowing activities to

enhance and reinforce one another, rather
than compete. Evening drama classes help
break the monotony and the women have
enthusiastically engaged with an approach
which has allowed them to discuss and
develop their own narratives, as well
as perform. The project is helping the
women to understand how acting is part
of life while at the same time deepening
their understanding of the solidarity and
mutual support they feel for one another.
By joining forces and pooling resources
we have been successful in raising the
profile of the arts in Cornton Vale and
each initiative seems to spark new ideas
and enthusiasm for new projects. Initially
reluctant contributors to STIR, the women
at Cornton Vale have begun to make their
mark and the Editorial Board receives
increasing numbers of submissions from
its female readership. A new collaboration
with Stirling University ‘Create and Curate’
sees the women working alongside poet
Evlynn Sharp to write poetry inspired
by paintings by female artists in the
University’s extensive art collection.
Curator Sarah Bromage has helped the
women identify works by female artists for
inclusion in an exhibition at the prison for
International Women’s Day. Artist Brigid
Collins has begun a series of art workshops
focusing on text and texture and resulting
in the creation of beautiful poem houses.
The collaboration between prison,
artists and teachers has begun to create
an energy and enthusiasm for change. In
the planning for Freedom to Create one
of the women commented: “In here it is
always the same, nobody commits, they
can’t stick at anything, lying in their beds
feeling sorry for themselves.” There is
evidence emerging that the number and
variety of arts activities on offer, with their
strong links to the wider community and
public demonstration of the women’s
achievements, are helping overcome such
feelings of hopelessness and engender
hope for the future.
Koestler Trust (2011) “Art by Offenders” Tramway
[bit.ly/1ecq12y]
Fine Cell Work [http://www.finecellwork.co.uk/]

Kevin Harrison is director of Artlink
Central [bit.ly/1lcKPNI] and Lorna
Callery is manager of the Learning
Centre, HMP YOI Cornton Vale.
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ONLINE

Visit us on-line at
www.stirmagazine.org
we look forward to
hearing your views!

CONTACT

STIR@nclan.ac.uk
for a copy of the
latest issue.

We believe in the power of the
arts to change and enrich our lives
Read Scotland’s multi award winning creative arts
magazine by prisoners for prisoners.
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